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Launched in 2018 by Dubai Government, Future Blockchain Summit is the first and largest Blockchain exhibition and conference in the MENA region, bringing together the community’s brightest minds, game-changing startups and powerful investors for 4 days of networking, investing and education centred around the most disruptive technology since the internet – Blockchain.

World-leading blockchain companies and influential experts will demonstrate the transformative, cross-sector power of the most disruptive technology since the internet. Three major themes will dominate across our exhibition, conferences, workshops, the investor programme and Hackathon:

**Blockchain as an alternative investment**
Crypto & NFT investment

**Blockchain beyond Crypto**
Applications and use cases across all industries

**Blockchain in Finance**
DeFi, digital currencies & CBDCs

Colocated with

 GITEX GLOBAL AI DIGITAL EVERYTHING
 GITECH FUTURE CIBS Marketing Manila
MAJOR BLOCKCHAIN INNOVATORS PARTICIPATING AT THE SHOW

Future Blockchain Summit is set to gather the world’s most exciting and innovative blockchain companies, all of whom are setting the pace for industry transformation.

POWERFUL INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE

With an array of international tech companies and trailblazing speakers confirmed, Future Blockchain Summit is set to unite all corners of the Blockchain and Crypto ecosystem.
OMEANEE is a multinational corporation based in Singapore and Dubai, specializing in Finance and Investment. Their OMA PLUS platform opens up many investments and cooperation opportunities between OMANEE and its partners; especially companies and startups.

TDeFi is the world’s first Virtual Defi accelerator providing access to World-Class mentors, connections, Technology, Marketing & Community, Exchanges, liquidity and growth hacking.

Established in March 2018, Bybit is one of the fastest growing cryptocurrency exchanges with more than 2 million registered users.

Coupled with Ultra-HD Metascanning Technology, Metahero creates 3D avatars for gaming, social & fashion and scans artworks to create NFTs. HERO is Metahero’s deflationary token.

Making enterprise blockchain easy & fast, SettleMint accelerates blockchain adoption for every organization, empowering them to innovate without barriers.

Sensorium Corporation overviews the technological development of the Sensorium Galaxy platform and supplies it with a wide range of events and experiences through top-tier global content partnerships.
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SYNOPSIS OF THE CONFERENCE AGENDA

World-leading blockchain companies and influential experts will demonstrate the transformative, cross-sector power of the most disruptive technology since the internet. Three major themes will dominate across our exhibition, conferences, workshops, the investor programme and Hackathon:

Blockchain as an alternative investment
Crypto & NFT investment

Blockchain beyond Crypto
Applications and use cases across all industries

Blockchain in Finance
DeFi, digital currencies & CBDCs

TOP SPEAKERS

CRYPTO

Akon
Music Artist & Entrepreneur
US

Nick Spanos
Bitcoin Pioneer
US

Nithin Palavalli
RubiX Network CEO and Founder
Switzerland

Ted Hwang
CEO, Paycoin
South Korea

ENTERPRISE BLOCKCHAIN

Dr. Alexandra Mikityuk
Co-Founder and CEO, Staex
Germany

Nitin Gaur
IBM Research Director
IBM Financial Sciences
US

Mathew Yarger
IOTA Foundation Head of Smart Mobility
US

Abdulla Mohammed Al Ashram
Emirates Post Group Group CEO
UAE

BLOCKCHAIN IN BANKING

Dr Samyr Mezzour
House of InsurTech Switzerland (HITS), A Generali Company
Switzerland

Gabriel Abed
Blockchain Technologist, Digital Currency Pioneer & Innovator, Central Bank
Barbados

Mai Santamaria
Head of financial Advisory, Department of Finance
Ireland

SEE ALL SPEAKERS
TDeFi - the Blockchain accelerator that incubates start-ups and offers the chance to connect with potential investors, marketers, token advisors, and ecosystem partners - is hosting its Business Hackathon in partnership with the Future Blockchain Summit.

The TDeFi Bizthon will host pitches from 200 finalists, who will have the chance to win attractive rewards.

You can view more info here: tde.fi/bizthon

WALK-IN AS AN IDEA AND WALK OUT AS A FULLY FUNDED BUSINESS

Dubbed as the ‘Bizthon’, the hackathon is open for anyone (Students/Professionals/Individuals/corporates) with a vision to build on the top of Blockchain technology. Enthusiasts can submit their ideas from Aug 12 to Sep 20 on any of the following tracks at tde.fi/bizthon

- CEFI & DEFI
- NFT & SOCIAL NETWORKS
- GAMING
- SOCIAL IMPACT AND SUSTAINABILITY
- BLOCKCHAIN EVERYTHING
A structured Blockchain investors programme connecting VCs, investors and the best new Blockchain companies

Raise funds, improve deal flow and do more business with the Future Blockchain Summit’s Investors Program, co-hosted by TDeFi, bringing together startups, VC funds, accelerators and angel investors at the exclusive Blockchain & Fintech Exclusive Investors Lounge.

futureblockchainsummit.com/investors-programme

JOIN OUR EXPERTS’ WORKSHOPS DIVING DEEP INTO THE MOST PRESSING BLOCKCHAIN ISSUES

Bitcoin Adoption and Investment Strategies
18 October 2021 | 16:00-17:30 | Zabeel Hall 4 - Block Stage

TONE VAYS
YouTube Influencer, Analyst, Derivatives Trader & Event Organizer

ALY MADHAVJI
Managing Partner, Blockchain Founders Fund Senior Blockchain Fellow, INSEAD

Exploring the world of DeFi, Yield Farming and NFTs with a statistical approach
19 October 2021 | 09:00-10:30 | Zabeel Hall 4 - Block Stage

JOEL DIETZ
Connection Science Fellow, MIT
At the intersection of 3 of the world’s fastest-rising startup ecosystems: Middle East, North Africa & South Asia – GITEX Future Stars brings 700+ startups from 60+ countries together with our 400+ strong investor & VC network. The show is driven to realise the city’s vision of doubling the number of digital companies – an ambition outlined recently by the Dubai’s Digital Chamber of Commerce.

Ai Everything spearheads the region’s ambitious artificial intelligence transformation plans. Spanning myriad industries including Government, Healthcare, Education, Finance and many others, Ai Everything is the place to find the most cutting edge AI tech in the global market.

Bringing together global Fintech leaders, startups and Financial Centers, Fintech Surge is set to be the Middle East & North Africa’s most impactful and visionary event for the regional Fintech ecosystem. From Digital Banking to Paytech, Insuretech, Wealth & Asset management and Regtech, the event will see the financial industry’s biggest tech-revolutions and path-breaking talks.

Hear from the most avant-garde, edgy mar-tech personalities on keeping the disruptive momentum going. 34% speakers represent Cannes Lions winners, Forbes Top 50 CMOs and Fortune 500 Brands, including Accenture, American Eagle, Formula E, GE, Glovo, Microsoft.
TRAVELLING TO DUBAI
All passengers travelling to Dubai from any point of origin must hold a negative COVID-19 RT-PCR test certificate for a test taken no more than 72 hours before departure.

The certificate must be a Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test. Other test certificates including antibody tests, NHS COVID Test certificates, Rapid PCR tests and home testing kits are not accepted in Dubai. Travellers must bring an official, digital or printed certificate in English or Arabic to check in - SMS certificates are not accepted. PCR certificates in other languages are acceptable if they can be validated at the originating station. Digital COVID-19 certificates are accepted upon arrival at Dubai International airport verification points.

ATTENDING THE EVENT
The Organiser is committed to ensuring that all stages of the visitor journey at GITEX Global 2021 are safe and that a range of visitor services are available to provide information on COVID-19 measures including hand sanitisers at multiple locations across the venue, Health and Safety Wardens monitoring social distancing and mask wearing and floor markings highlighting social distancing.

All visitors must correctly wear a face covering or face mask at all times, unless they have a medical exemption approved by Dubai Health Authority (DHA).

Visitors are not required to provide proof of vaccination or a negative PCR test result to enter the venue.

YOUR HEALTH & SAFETY IS OUR TOP PRIORITY
We are committed to providing you with a safe environment to do business in accordance with all the health & safety guidelines set out by the local authorities. The event will be delivered with strict standards of health & safety precautionary measures including social distancing, contactless transactions and hygiene protocols at all times.

In December 2020, GITEX Technology Week, the only global live and in-person technology event took place and 96% of attendees recorded the event as safe and very safe to conduct business.

The National Newspaper, ran a full page feature on the health and safety measures which were undertaken for the event in its newspaper dated the 7th December 2020.

Click here to view the full page feature in The National Newspaper on their review of DWTC’s efforts.>
SAFEST FACE-TO-FACE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT, PROVEN TO YOU WITH GITEX 2020

We welcomed attendees from 110 countries safely at 2020’s only live in-person global technology event. Dubai World Trade Centre set a new safety benchmark for live exhibitions around the world.

HERE’S A PICTURE GALLERY OF THE EVENT
Due to new health and safety protocol, registration/tickets are only sold online and there will be no registration/onsite ticket sales. <REGISTER NOW>。

Strictly print@home badges protocol implemented. Don't forget to print and bring it with you. Strictly no issuances of badges onsite.

Wearing of masks is mandatory. A penalty of AED 3000 fine may be levied by the government authorities for non-compliance.

Keep a 2 metres social distance at all times.

Individually sanitised and packed badge holders and lanyards distributed at multiple locations.

Badges are non-transferable and badge-holders are required to show valid identification. Penalty of AED 3000 and denied entry applicable to violators.
Sanitisers readily available at multiple locations

Avoid shaking hands and exchanging business cards

Real time monitoring of crowd density and venue capacity

Aisles shall be a minimum of 2.5 metres width one way and 4 metres for 2-way traffic

Exhibition stand maximum capacity and the minimum 2m social distancing guideline to be respected at all times

Clear signage of maximum capacity allowed at any one time will be displayed on the front of the stand. If a stand has a meeting room, maximum capacity will be displayed also.

Avoid shaking hands and exchanging business cards.
Food and beverages to be consumed in dedicated F&B areas where masks may be removed when seated.

All product demos and activations within a stand must observe a 2 metre social distance. The viewing area will be on the stand and will also incorporate social distancing of 2 metres.

Buffet permitted if served by waiting staff. Individually packaged food and beverage items available.

Exhibitors appointed stand building contracting company and any temporary staff working onsite during the build up need to provide a negative Covid 19 Test Result to gain access to the Exhibition Halls.

Individual bins for the disposal of PPE, will be provided by the exhibitor on their stands.

Health & Safety Wardens will strictly enforce all policies. A penalty of AED 3,000 may be levied by government authorities for non-compliance.
Disinfection protocols are adhered to in all public areas, F&B outlets & restrooms.

Conference chairs are protected with an antimicrobial shield and are sanitised regularly.

Conference chairs are set 2 metres apart from each other at the conference.

Air change rate in the halls is 8 times per hour. Air extraction in the halls is pre-scheduled and all hall shutter doors will be kept open both before and after the event to assist with air circulation.

Exhibition halls shall close at 10pm for daily sterilisation and sanitisation.

PCR Testing Clinic available onsite.
Prayer rooms are open and follow federal guidelines.

Life Pharmacy open throughout the show period. Location concourse 2 (between hall 6 & 7)

Isolation rooms are set up at the venue for suspected cases.

Contactless transactions are encouraged.

Prayer rooms are open and follow federal guidelines.

SAFE, SMART & SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE
ENGAGE WITH THE ENTIRE BLOCKCHAIN ECOSYSTEM

CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR PASS
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TDxDeFi | COINMENA | BYBIT
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LYOpay | Blockchain Valley | SettleMint | Paycoin | OMARLE

SAFE, SMART, SEAMLESS

Safety assured by

Health & safety protocols: Advance, online registration and Print@Home badges issued only. Strictly no registration / badges issued on-site.